Take care and keep going! Least I am spending way less money on coffee...

Nominations, P&T submissions and sabbatical applications, new faculty bios, and great

Please read on. This newsletter holds a lot of information, including deadlines for award

September 18, please include the following information:

The Chronicle gathered a panel of experts in higher ed to examine ways to prevent students

It is easy to request a presentation from Professional & Career Development Services for

Any student requesting remote

Anybody Have a Map?

students this video to start oof the year on a positive note. Enjoy the Drake MT voice faculty

Anybody Have a Map?

“Facilitating Intercultural Learning” program

Any student requesting remote

Anybody Have a Map?

students this video to start oof the year on a positive note. Enjoy the Drake MT voice faculty

Anybody Have a Map?

If working with a student wishing to move all of his/her/their courses to remote delivery,

To make an appointment: Visit

This semester will be different. More classes will be offered virtually (for the whole semester or for shorter periods, if required). This time around we know

It is easy to request a presentation from Professional & Career Development Services for

A&S Important Dates

New Faculty Bios: Kieran Williams!
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